The Themes
This pack supports the group designed, larger
banner activity (Option A when you signed up).
You will be working with a key theme chosen for you by the Coventry Moves team.
The key to success in this process is how the students- in school, at home or in an online lessonengage with the theme- one of six main themes that drive Coventry Moves and indeed give
coherence to the whole year of activities.
Although the main theme- the word which will be the main part of your group design- is given,
there is room for students to explore other words which add to the overall design. Some group
activity to collect thoughts and understanding around the central theme is an important part of
the process.
Mind Maps
Students will doubtless be used to spider diagrams andmind maps- a group exploration of one or
more of the themes in this way could be useful.
If working singly, or in smaller bubbles, students might be encouraged to
choose a couple of key words relevant to the theme and mind-map around each.
Word Pyramids
Another way of approaching this may suit more logical thinkers. Build a word pyramid with the
main theme word at the top. Then underneath, write two different words that the top word
suggests to you- they don’t have to be synonyms, or directly linked- nowrong answers. Then place
two words beneath each of the words on row two, suggested by those words, so you have four
words on row three…. Like word association, each word only has to follow from the one directly
above, not the word at the top. Continue as long as you have space. This can be a group or
individual activity

We have t

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability - This means using the earth’s resources in such a way that they
will continue to be available in the future. It is fitting that Coventry saw the
birth of the Green Party; a vision of sustainability will drive the city’s future, and
Green projects are at the heart of the City of Culture year. In the same way that
those who came before us paved the way for our lives now, we need to think
about the wellbeing and happiness of future generations.
Visual Idea
Show sustainability-linked words as a cyclical structure, or a repeated word
‘nourishing’ itself- eg use the water cycle as inspiration, with words
representing rainfall, water collected on the ground, evaporation, clouds
formng...
Questions:
Have you ever participated in a sustainability exercise? It may be less
obvious than you think… a book swap? Toy exchange? Bought second hand
things from the school fete?
In what ways do the adults around you try and make the world a better
place to live in? What are they missing? How would you improve the world
for the children of the future?
Why is the predominant colour of the environmental movement green?
Can you actually practice sustainability in your flag collage design?
Quotes for discussion or inspiration
"Buy less, choose well.” Vivienne Westwood
"Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s need, but not every man’s greed.”
Mahatma Ghandi
"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to
improve the world.” Anne Frank
Links
https://www.reusethisbag.com/articles/a-kids-guide-to-understandingsustainability
https://kids.britannica.com/students/article/sustainability/631791#:~:text=Sust
ainability%20refers%20to%20using%20resources,depends%20on%20the%20na
tural%20environment.https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Green_Part
y_of_England_and_Wales

How to Make the Banner
We have sent you some rolls of paper that we would like you to use to create
your banner.
You will also need:
- a tape measure or metre stick
- scissors
- glue stick
The rolls of paper will be labelled as follows:
Background:
Please find the roll of paper marked ‘background’. This is the background colour
and the base that we want you to use for your banner. The banner will be the
height of the piece of paper but it will only be 6 metres long so you will need to
measure out 6 metres before you start. Please lay out the paper on the floor
and use a tape measure or a metre stick. Measure 6 metres on both sides and
then cut it. Please then write the school and year group on the back of the
banner so that we know where to send the printed version back to.
We have given you a little more than double the amount of paper that you need
so that if a mistake is made you can make another one.

Letters:
Next you need to find the roll of paper marked ‘Letters’,
which will be a roll of black paper. We would like the students to draw out the
letters to spell out the word that you have as a theme. For example, if you
have the word ‘Sustainability’ perhaps each student could draw out and cut out
a letter from that word. Bear in mind that we would like the words to be as big
as possible but please make sure the letters all fit on the 6m background paper
before sticking them on with a glue stick.

How to make the Banner (Continued)
Images:
The last element of the banner is the images that students can create using the
rolls marked ‘Images’.
We would like the students to explore the meanings behind the word that you
have and cut out shapes to create images that relate to that word. For example,
if you have the word 'Sustainability’ the students may cut out any shapes that
relate to that word.
We would then like the students to arrange their cut-outs onto the background
of the banner (making sure they are not covering the letters). Once everyone is
happy with the way it looks it’s time to stick down the images using a glue stick.
Please make sure that the cut-out pieces are well glued down so that they do
not fall off when you give the banners back to us.
Please take a picture of your banner for you reference and then roll the banner
up carefully, ready for us to collect it.

OTHER LINKS THAT MIGHT HELP

Check out some interesting ideas around City of Culture
branding here, including what some apparently abstract
shapes represent in messaging around the year:
https://coventry2021.co.uk/blogs/coventry-moveslaunching-the-brand-laura-mcmillan-blog/
Some info and resources on Henri Matisse and cutout
techniques:
https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/1429
An interesting page on the meaning of national flags, giving
ideas for how blocks of colour can represent themes:
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/24-iconic-world-flagsand-what-they-mean/
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